
THE MINISTRY FOR TRANSPORT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

MARITIME DIRECTION

CAGLIARI

DECREE N° 3330/2006

The undersigned port officer, Head of The Maritime Department of Sardinia :

DECREED

ART. 1. - With immediate effect from 01.01.2007 in the port of Porto Torres, the proportioning

tariffs for piloting of all ships, except ferryboats, are going to be as follows:

1) For ships with international tonnage certificate, issued according to The London Convention of

1969, the tariffs for piloting services should apply to tonnage international values (GT)

resulting from the certificate itself.

2)- For those without  this certificate, the tariffs  will be calculated on a tonnage values (GT)

obtained by utilizing the formula the Italian Naval Record (R.I.Na.)elaborated in case of

necessity, that allows obtaining the GT values relatively close to those that would have been

determined applying the criteria to calculate international tonnage, foreseen in the above

mentioned Convention:

GT = K1 V (where V = 2,832 VLT is K1 = 0,2 + 0,02 LG10  V)

Whenever  it is not possible to apply the formula due to data not being available, it is

possible to refer to the following formula elaborated by IMO which allows, even if with an

approximation lower than that obtained with the R.I.Na formula,  the temporary calculation

of a gross tonnage of the ships that do not posses the certificate of International Tonnage:

GT =  VE x a

Where VE = L x B x H

L = the length in meters resulting from the international certificate on  Fre e Board

B = the maximum width of outer skeleton  in meters, as published in the log book or stated

on  the ship’s documents.

H = the full height of the ship, right up to the highest bridge, in meters, as published in the

log book or stated on the ship’s documents.

a = F (VE), to calculate with linear interpolation in accordance with the following table:



VE a

Up to 400 0,58

1000 0,43

5000 0,35

10000 0,34

25000 0,33

50000 0,32

100000 0,31

150000 0,30

200000 0,29

250000 and other 0,28

As a strictly temporary measure and (that is for one year from the moment this decree

becomes law), in exceptional cases (represented by  the fact that doubt arises on the veracity of the

data relating to the total height of the ship to use in applying the IMO formula), it is allowed to use

the old system known as “VAL”  mentioned in memorandum n° 545642 of 27.10.1971, with the

idea of comparing  the values resulting from the application of  the  IMO formula (for ferry ships

with above mentioned coefficient) with those resulting from the VAL system and to adapt the tariff

for portal services to the value between the two that results the higher. (Appendixes  B and C  that

are an integrated part of this decree )

For ferry ships, the tonnage value, (resulting from the international tonnage certificate or from

applying one of the aforementioned formulas) will be corrected by applying the following

coefficients:

Passenger Ferries 0.75

(Passenger Ro- Ro Cargo Ferries)

Cargo Ferries 0.90

(Ro-Ro. Cargo General Cargo

 Ro-Ro Cargo Container Ships

 Ro-Ro Cargo Ferries

 Ro-Ro Cargo Vehicle Carriers)



ART. 2.- the tariffs for pilot services are as follows:

1) Costs for on board services

1.1 For all ships, excluding oil tankers, the figures are as follows:

Units in G.T. for piloted ships
Base Tariff €

2003-2004

O - 500 73.63

501 - 1.000 87.44

1001 - 2.000 120.97

2.001 - 3.500 180.80

3.501 - 5.000 287.30

5.001 - 7.000 360.28

7.001 - 10.000 452.31

10.001 - 15.000 508.86

15.001 - 20.000 635.09

20.00 l - 25.000 757.37

25.001 - 30.000 882.29

30.001 - 40.000 977.61

For each  units over 10.000 G. T. 120.97

1.2 1.2 per le navi petroliere con zavorra segregata (S.B.T.), Reg.CE n02978/94:

Units in G.T. for piloted ships
Base Tariff €

2003-2004

O - 500 73.63

501 - 1.000 87.44

1001 - 2.000 120.97

2.001 - 3.500 180.80

3.501 - 5.000 287.30

5.001 - 7.000 360.28

7.00 l - 10.000 452.31

10.001 - 15.000 508.86

15.001 - 20.000 635.09

20.001 - 25.000 757.37

25.001 - 30.000 882.29

30.001 - 40.000 977.61

For each  units over 10.000 G. T. 120.97



1.3 For oil tankers without segregated ballast (NO S.B.T.), No. 2978/94

Units in G.T. for piloted ships
Base Tariff €

2003-2004

O - 500 88.71

501 - 1.000 105.35

1001 - 2.000 145.75

2.001 - 3.500 217.83

3.501 - 5.000 346.14

5.001 - 7.000 434.06

7.00 l - 10.000 544.95

10.001 - 15.000 613.07

15.001 - 20.000 765.15

20.00 l - 25.000 912.48

25.001 - 30.000                                1062.98

30.001 - 40.000                                1177.82

For each  units over 10.000 G. T. 145.85

2) Service given by way of Radio Station Transmission (VHF):

2.1 For those ships which can avail themselves of Radio Station Transmission VHF regarding Art.

4, subsection 1, as decreed by the Ministry, the base tariff is as follows:

2.2 For those ships that can avail themselves, only on departure, of Radio Station Transmission

VHF regarding Art. 4, subsection 2, as decreed by the Ministry, the base tariff will be as

follows:

Units in G.T. for piloted ships
Base Tariff €

2003-2004

0 - 500 21.69

501 - 1.000 24.33

1.001 - 2.000 32.22

Units in G.T. for piloted ships
Base Tariff €

2003-2004

2.001 - 3.500 25.64

3.501 - 5.000 39.45

5.001-7.000 49.96

7.001 - 10.000 62.45

10.001 - 15.000 71.01

15.001-20.000 88.75



ART. 3 - The base tariff laid out in Art.2 is increased, for services carried out in poor and/or

dangerous conditions,   according to the percentage indicated below:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-Additional Costs Base tariff percentages

...............................................................................................................................................................

a- Additional costs for explosive cargoes  20%

b- Additional costs for inflammable cargoes  16%

c- Additional costs for night work  50%

d- Additional costs for  work on holidays  50%

e- Additional costs for week-day holiday work 150%

ART.4. – the additional costs mentioned in art.3 are based as follows:

a) ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR EXPLOSIVE CARGOES: when the services carried

out:

 To those ships that carry a  quantity, in metric tonnage, of not less than 5% of the gross load of

the ship, goods falling under class one of the D.P.R 9
th

 May 1968 No. 1008, or to be

assimilated;

 Empty ships, who are authorised  to transport bulk inflammable liquids but who, at the moment

of receiving the services, do not possess a “Gas Free” general certificate.

b) ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR INFLAMMABLE CARGOES: when the services are

rendered to ships that are carrying inflammable goods coming from  classes 2, 3, 4.1 and 4.3

from D.P.R.9
th

 May 1968 N. 1008, to be assimilated or have a flash point of less than 61º

centigrade.

The additional costs do not apply when the quantity of the inflammable goods on board at

the moment of the service rendered,  does not exceed , in metric tonnage,  25% of the ships

dead weight capacity.

c) ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR NIGHT WORK : when the services are rendered between the

hours of 20.00 and 06.00.

d) ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR  HOLIDAY WORK :when  services are rendered on Sundays.



e) ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR WORK ON WEEK-DAY HOLIDAYS: When the services are

rendered on days declared holidays under  Legislation 27.05 1949, No. 260 and successive

laws 31. 03 1954, No. 90, 05.03. 1977, No. 54 and No. 336 of 20.11.200.

   For the correct application of the additional costs, previously stated in points c), d), e), costs are

calculated from start of work.

   The indicated additional costs are  applied singly to the base tariff in accordance with Art.2

(comprising the cost of the VHF service) and are cumulative.

ART. 5 – For military ships, for both national and foreign hospital ships that request pilot services,

the same tariffs apply as for merchant ships according to Art 2, calculated on the basis of G.T., in

absence of this data it is necessary to refer to the tonnage according to Art. 1.

ART, 6.- For Passenger Ferries belonging to or managed by the maritime navigation company that

undertakes a liner service with an itinerary, a frequent service with  fixed time-table,  a tariff of 35%

of the base tariff will be applied as laid out in Art.2 point 1

For sea link lines, one intends recurring links between prefixed ports with programmed timetables

and made public.

For ships belonging to or managed by  maritime navigation companies that make one or more

landings within a three monthly period,  the following tariffs will  apply:

In accordance with the basic tariff laid down in Art 2 point 1;

From 1 to 3 landings   100%

From 4 to 10 landings   70%

From 11 to 20 landings   55%

Over 20 landings        35%

These landing charges do not take into consideration the VHF service.

The eventual increase, expressed in percentages, should be calculated on reduced tariffs.

The maritime navigation companies that have the right to the conditions present in this Article,

when requesting the pilot service for the first ship and for every successive ship having the right to

the same conditions, and in any event before the end of each ship’s stay in port,  must request in

writing to the Pilot’s Corporation, either directly or through their shipping agents, the application of

the conditions outlined in this article.

Such a request , in any case, should be formulated, indicating the single ships interested in the

application of the conditions in the present article, specifying also the different conditions resulting

integrated (type of traffic, frequency etc.); similarly, it must be demonstrated why each ship has the

right to the conditions of the present article and also the  title and/or the relationship  between the

maritime navigation company in question and the ship.

Not respecting the conditions laid down under the present Article for the application of the relative

tariffs, will result in the application of the full tariff of Art, 2. Similarly, the pilot corps will not be

obliged to apply the tariff levels referred to in this particular article if the time limits and method of

requests as outlined above are not adhered to.



For landing, one intends a  service which includes an arrival and a departure  (with unloading of

cargo). Thus,  eventual movements between arrival and departure are to be considered part of the

same landing.

Three month periods are calculated from the beginning of January.

ART. 7- If during the services carried out by a pilot, a second pilot intervenes,  the tariff laid out in

article 2 will be increased by 50%.

ART. 8.- The remuneration due in the application of Articles 130, 131,132, and 133 of the

regulations in carrying out the Navigation Code is determined by the following table:

1) TABLE OF FIXED REMUNERATION

Nature of remuneration Amount in Euros

Ships up to 2000 G.T.

amount in Euros

Ships over 2000 G.T.

a. Services within 3 miles of landing 29.42 32.79

b. Services beyond 3 miles of landing 44.00 45.68

c. For transmission of communication 66.42 70.35

d. Piloting in different localities 29.42 32.79

e. trial assistance 65.86 69.78

2) TABLE OF REMUNERATION IN PERCENTAGE

Nature of Remuneration Percentage of basic tariff

f.-remuneration  for extra time on board 25%

g.-remuneration for late departure or movement

- in port

- in the industrial area

- other charges

50%

100%

25%

h.- compensation for non arrival 100%

i.- compensation for non entry

- other compensations

100%

50%

ART 9.- In order to apply the charges as laid out in article no. 8, one intends:

a) REMUNERATION FOR SERVICES WITHIN 3 MILES OF LANDING PLACE

 When the pilot is obliged to follow the orders of the Port Commander to go beyond the territorial

limit defined by Local Piloting Laws but within 3 nautical miles if requested by the ship.

b) REMUNERATION FOR SERVICES BEYOND 3 MILES OF LANDING PLACE

When the pilot is obliged to follow the orders of the Port Commander to go beyond the territorial

limit defined by Local Piloting Laws and beyond three nautical miles  if requested by the ship.



c) REMUNERATION FOR COMMUNICATION TRANSMISSIONS

 When the pilot is called only to transmit communications to land on behalf of the ship, or has, with

the authorisation of the Port Commander, transmitted communications from land to a ship.

d) REMUNERATION FOR PILOTING IN DIFFERENT LOCALITIES

 When a pilot is asked to guide a ship to a different locality to that of his home port, for the time it

takes to arrive at the destination port or until the pilot from the destination port boards the ship.

Furthermore, in addition to these charges, the pilot has the right to charge the expenses for returning

to his home port.

e) REMUNERATION FOR TRIALASSISTANCE

 When the pilot assists the ships Captain, on his explicit request,  in tests at sea such as  correcting

the  compass,  radio goniometry, etc. The remuneration is due in  addition to the pilots tariff;

f) REMUNERATION FOR EXTENDED STAY ON BOARD

 When a pilot remains on board due to circumstances which are not his fault, for more than one and

a half hours in port or 3 and a half hours in the industrial area. The remuneration is due for every

hour or part of an hour over the normal service time.

g) COMPENSATION FOR LATENESS, SUSPENDED DEPARTURE OR MOVING

When the pilot is already on board and the departure or moving  the ship is suspended. The

departure or moving the ship  are considered suspended when the pilot has waited a maximum of 30

minutes without beginning the  manoeuvres. Should he remain on board more than the 30 minutes,

compensation will be due for every extra  half hour of waiting on board before beginning

manoeuvring.

h) COMPENSATION FOR NON ARRIVAL

When the pilot is requested by interested parties to meet a ship but the ship arrives late or not at all.

Compensation is due  when the pilot has waited for the ship for a maximum of one hour from the

moment in which the service started.

i) COMPENSATION FOR NON ENTRY

When, after the pilot has boarded, the entry of the ship in port is suspended. The entry of the ship in

port  is considered suspended once the pilot has waited on board for a maximum of 1 hour without

commencing manoeuvres. If  he  remains more than one hour, compensation is due for every hour

he waits on board prior to beginning manoeuvres.

The charges indicated in the present article are of a forfeit type and are not subject to any of

the increases as laid down in Art. 3.

ART.10.- The Decree No. 3090/2002 dated 30.12.2002 effective from 01.01.2005 is repealed.


